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T
he light duty truck 
market in Australia has 
always been extremely 
competitive and Hino is 
now one of the strong 
players in this market 

segment. As the Hino Dutro has evolved 
into the 300, the level of technology 
available to the light duty truck buyer 
has continued to increase. The all-new 
Hino 300 continues this trend with a 
new shape, new technology and higher 
specification available to the light duty 
truck buyer.
In its latest iteration, the Hino 300 
has received a redesign both of the 
cabin exterior and interior as well as 
some major upgrading of the kind of 
technology available on the truck as 
standard. In this highly competitive 
environment, Hino is looking to match 
and sometimes exceed the specification 
levels available in its closest 
competitors, Isuzu and Fuso.
Although the narrower standard cab 
retains some of the design features of 
its predecessor, the new wide cab and 
crew cab are complete redesigns from 
the ground up. Their use of internal 
space is much improved and, on the 
outside of all the trucks, the cleaner 
lines demonstrate the work done on 
improved aerodynamic performance.
The new range also includes an 
extension of the number of hybrid 
variants available, now up to eight from 
the previous two. There are more crew 
cab variants as well as an extension 
of the number of trucks available at 
higher GCM levels. In the new 300 
models, Hino has decided to go with an 

independent front suspension on the 
standard cab while retaining the taper 
relief front suspension on the wide cabs.
The new hybrid 300 trucks can be 
identified with a blue stripe across 
the top of the grille on the front of the 
truck as well as the usual hybrid badges. 
They are also fitted with HID headlights 
as standard whereas these are an option 
on the rest of the 300 range.
The redesign of the cab does mean the 
space has been used in a better way with 
increased movement of the driver’s seat 
available and a redesigned dashboard 
with plenty of storage at the same time 
as taking up less space, making it easier 
for the driver to move about within 
the cab. There is also improved sound 
insulation in the cab design making its 
interior quieter.
A new suspension system is available on 
the driver’s seats in the wide cab using 
an adjustable magnetic suspension 
system. A magnet fitted under the seat 
works as a damper for the suspension 
system. The new seat adjustment 
system works in a different way from 
its predecessor. As the seat is pushed 
further back it gets higher, further 
forward and it gets lower. 
Included in the new instrumentation 
in the new cab is a much improved 
driver information display. Unlike 
many Japanese displays, including 
that in the Hino 500, the display 
looks like it has been designed in the 
21st century. It makes for a useful 
graphical interface between the driver 
and vehicle’s systems. 
There is also now a new entertainment 
system fitted as standard in the 300 

Series. This takes up a two DIN space 
in the dashboard and can handle 
all of the features expected from a 
modern entertainment system. Apart 
from radio, CD and DVD, there are 
also connections for an iPod and MP3 
player plus a slot to insert an SD card 
in order to input a navigation system. 
Connections for reversing cameras  
(up to three) are also included in  
the system.
“The navigation system is a truck-based 
NavTech system into which you can 
input the vehicle’s dimensions,” says 
Hino Product Planning Manager, 
Daniel Petrovski. “It will route you 
around low bridges and, if you have 
dangerous goods on board, away from 
restricted areas.”
One of the most instantly noticeable 
changes to the design of the 300 
cabin is the reduced profile of 
the A pillar. At 65mm they are the 
thinnest available on the market by a 
considerable margin. By redesigning 
their shape, Hino has considerably 
reduced the amount of obstructions 
to forward vision in the cabin for 
the driver. It is virtually impossible 
for anything to disappear behind a 
door pillar. The new interior light 
on the 300 cabin is a LED, taking up 
much less space than the old long 
fluorescent lamp that was used in the 
previous model. 
A new innovation on the 300 Series, this 
time around, is the standard inclusion 
of vehicle stability control (VSC). The 
new system integrates the ABS system 
and traction control with the stability 
control system, minimising rollover and 
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understeer situations. By reducing engine torque and applying 
vehicle brakes to individual wheels, as and when required, 
it can control difficult driving situations. This system is now 
available as standard on the new 300 Series Hino.
“Stability control is not there to prevent an accident,” says 
Hino Divisional Manager, Product Strategy, Marketing and 
Dealer Development, Alex Stewart. “It’s there to minimise 
the risk of an accident happening. When a driver gets into a 
situation where they are getting a little bit out of their depth, 
the vehicle is going a little too fast or the road conditions 
are not as they should be, VSC comes into its own. It starts 
to manage the performance of the vehicle, reduce the 
power delivery from the engine and apply brakes in certain 
conditions. It tries to bring the vehicle back into control, back 
onto its intended course.”
The 4 litre Hino engine used in the new 300 models develops 
162hp (121kW) of power at 2500rpm as well as putting out 
464Nm (342 ft lb) of torque. The engine used in the standard 
cab, automatic transmission trucks and hybrids develops 
148hp (110kW) and 420Nm (309 ft lb). The maximum torque 
available from these engines is 1400 to 2400rpm.
“We have delivered a vehicle which has 17% more torque than 

its predecessor,” says Daniel. “We have 17% more power in the 
wide cabs than the previous model. With local testing we have 
found 10%, and in some cases much better, fuel savings on 
the new trucks.”
Transmissions available include a six speed manual and six 
speed automatic for the wide cab models, with a five-speed 
manual or the six speed automatic available for the standard 
cab. The new hybrid models uses a transmission new to 
Australia, a five speed automated manual transmission. 
“The gains in power, torque and fuel efficiency have been 
achieved through careful attention to engine design, 
turbocharger pressures and the high-pressure common rail 
electronic fuel injection,” says Alex. “Injection pressures 
have been increased and a new intercooler adopted. The new 
300 Series meets the requirements of ADr 80/03 and the 
Enhanced Environmentally Friendly Vehicle standard (EEV), 
which is tougher than Euro 5, without needing Adblue.”
Apart from upping the pressure in the common rail fuel 
injection system, the variable nozzle turbo has been 
redesigned to improve air control. The new fuel injection 
system also includes redesigned injectors and an increase in 
the number of injection events taking place.
The new hybrid models have seen a considerable revamp 
from their previous models. The layout of the hybrid system 
has changed with the clutch being moved to a position 
between the diesel engine and the electric motor. This means 
it is now possible to take off on electric power alone without 
the clutch being engaged. The clutch can also be disengaged 
when the truck is travelling downhill in order to maximise the 
amount of energy being recovered by the motor and put into 
battery charging.
The new five-speed AMT transmission for the hybrid means 
it is possible to allow the electric motor to get the vehicle 
moving before the clutch is engaged, further reducing 
fuel consumption and clutch wear. There has also been 
improvement in the way the control system works, further fine 
tuning the balance between using electrical and diesel power 
in the most efficient way possible.
The new graphical interface showing the driver exactly what 
is going on with the hybrid system is much more useful in 
the feedback it gives to the driver. The new display is similar 
to that used elsewhere in the Toyota organisation on Prius 
and Lexus hybrids. It has arrows showing where the power 
is flowing, into or out of the batteries. It is a simple way of 
explaining what’s going on to the driver, who needs this kind 
of information to get the best out of the system.
Overall, this model change sees Hino taking another stride 
in upping the ante when it comes to the kind of technology 
available in modern light duty trucks. In the past the company 
spent much of its time playing catch up to its Japanese rivals. 
Now, the company has the confidence, with the backing of the 
automotive top dog Toyota, to back itself to be a pioneer and 
develop trucks to its own agenda and take light trucks into 
areas that have as yet been unexplored.
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Hi-Tec Oils (QLD)
Ph: 0400 768 731

Hi-Tec Oils (VIC)
Ph: 0417 744 622

Hi-Tec Oils (NSW)
Ph: 1300 796 009

Hi-Tec Oils (SA)
Ph: 0429 000 646

Hi-Tec Oils (WA)
Ph: 0459 301 540

Hi-Tec Oils (TAS)
Ph: (03) 6278 1616

Hi-Tec Oils (NT)
Ph: 08 8931 0229

Synthetic Road Ranger

API CJ-4 15W40 
Diesel Engine Oil

DD50 Coolant

VXP2

DFT - Diesel Fuel Treatment

EP Multigear 80W90, 85W140
Syngear 75W90

Heavy Duty Degreaser
Water Based Degreaser

Fleetwash

Armor Kote

Tyre Shine

Ad-Blue

YOUR TRUCK DESERVES HI-TEC OILS AND FLUIDS
CALL 1300 796 009 FOR YOUR NEXT OIL ORDER
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